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I N T R O D U C T I O N

More than twenty years ago, when I moved into the Hampshire 

House where Dorothy Hale lived and died, I had never heard her 

name. Soon I had this uncanny sense that something had happened 

there a long time before, and my curiosity led me to research the 

building’s history. As a producer for NBC News, I was always on 

the lookout for a good story, but I never expected to find it in my 

own home.  

It was not the tragic story depicted in Frida Kahlo’s celebrated 

portrait that intrigued me — or how her death in 1938 made 

national front-page news. Rather, it was the untold story: her sense 

of adventure and purpose, her poise and grace, her ability to over-

come adversity. Researching Ms. Hale and her coterie of friends 

took me on a great adventure through the 1920s and 1930s — I 

hope you will enjoy the adventure as well.

What follows are some questions to enhance your conversation. 

You may submit your comments or questions on the contact page 

at pamelalhamilton.com. My heartfelt thanks to you for choosing 

Lady Be Good as your group read.

CONNECT ON FACEBOOK & INSTAGRAM
@PAMELAHAMILTONAUTHOR

ON TWITTER @PAMELALHAMILTON



Pamela Hamilton is an author and consultant who has worked with notable 

figures in business, US intelligence, music and the arts and has covered 

some of the most significant events of the 21st century. For more than a 

decade she was a producer for NBC News, and she was a co-producer on 

the award-winning documentary Grateful Dawg. Based in Manhattan, 

she serves on the board of the Society of Professional Journalists’ Dead-

line Club. Her debut novel, Lady Be Good, was awarded the IBPA Benja-

min Franklin Award, the National Indie Excellence Award, and Royal Drag-

onfly Book Awards for Fiction and Historical Fiction.

A B O U T  T H E  A U T H O R



A B O U T  T H E  B O O K

A moving portrait of Dorothy Hale, the legendary 1930s socialite immor-

talized in one of Frida Kahlo’s most famous paintings. In her vibrant debut 

novel, Pamela Hamilton delivers glamour, romance, tragedy, a close and 

stormy friendship with famed playwright and Vogue and Vanity Fair edi-

tor Clare Booth Luce and the enchanting story of a woman navigating a 

world of incredible wealth and power in New York, Paris, Hollywood, and 

grand estates of the Gold Coast—a perfect book club read. 

 

Lady Be Good  transports us to the glittering, sumptuous era of 1920s 

New York as the exquisite American socialite Dorothy Hale comes of 

age. From convent-school debutante runaway to Ziegfeld showgirl to mil-

lionaire’s wife and screen star, Hale transforms herself into one of the 

most adored figures in the highest echelons of society. Yet behind the 

public façade she contends with heartrending loss and betrayal, and a 

tempestuous friendship with Luce.

 

Surrounded by her fabulous circle of friends—Gertrude Stein, Fred As-

taire, Cole Porter, James Roosevelt, Elsa Maxwell and other illustrious 

figures—Dorothy finds her way to the other side of heartbreak and pre-

pares for a White House wedding. Then, suddenly, at age thirty-three, 

and at the height of happiness and peak of her fame, she falls to her 

death. Her life story is revised and written into history—leading to this 

novel’s stunning conclusion.

 

Former NBC producer Pamela Hamilton turns her journalism skills on 

discovering the facts about Dorothy Hale’s story, then spins them with 

color and life into breathtaking revelations about the irresistible and 

misunderstood glamour girl whose legend has endured for more than 

half a century.

Kindly  share your  review on Amazon and Goodreads!



A B O U T  T H E  P O R T R A I T

• May, 1938: Dorothy Hale makes national front-page news for her reported 
engagement to Harry Hopkins, top advisor to President Roosevelt and an ar-
chitect of the New Deal.

• Five months later, on October 21, Hale makes front-page headlines again. It’s 
reported the beauteous actress “fell or jumped” from a high floor of New 
York’s swanky Hampshire House building on Central Park South dressed in the 
elegant Madame X gown she had worn the evening before. 

• She had hosted a cocktail party and joined friends for dinner at the Colony, a 
Broadway show, and late-night drinks at the 21 Club. Friends said she was in 
good spirits.

• November, 1938: Clare Boothe Luce attends Frida Kahlo’s first art exhibition 
in New York and commissions a painting of their friend, Hale, for $400, telling 
Kahlo it’s for Dorothy’s mother. 

• Hale’s mother died in 1922.
 
• 1939: When Luce unwraps Kahlo’s portrait of her friend, she is is shocked by 
the horrific scene and considers cutting it up with library scissors. Instead she 
has sculptor Isamu Noguchi paint over the angel in the clouds, and remove part 
of the legend, which reads: “at the request of Clare Boothe Luce for the moth-
er of Dorothy.”.

• Luce gives the painting to friend Frank Crowninshield, Vanity Fair editor and 
trustee of the Museum of Modern Art, to store away. After Crowninshield’s 
death, his heirs return the painting to her. 

• Decades later, Luce donates the painting to the Phoenix Art Museum with the 
agreement she would be listed as “anonymous donor.” Someone inadvertently 
reveals her name to the press. 

• Luce, an accomplished playwright, editor, war correspondent, U.S. congress-
woman and ambassador, tells a tragic and scintillating story about her old 
friend Dorothy Hale during an interview. It involves men, money, and a made-
to-order dress from Bergdorf Goodman. It begins: ““Not even the young Eliza-
beth Taylor, whom she resembled, was more beautiful . . . ”  



DOROTHY HALE:  international 
socialite, Broadway and Hollywood 
actress, sculptress, maven of the 
arts, best-dressed woman of the 
world, freelance writer

MARGARET “MAGGIE” CASE: 
Vogue editor

ISAMU NOGUCHI:  sculptor of 
News, 1938-1940, the largest bas 
relief of its time

ELSA MAXWELL:  ingenious gala 
hostess for royals and the Four 
Hundred

FRED ASTAIRE:  movie star

SAM GOLDWYN: Hollywood film 
producer

CHOLLY KNICKERBOCKER: 
notorious gossip columnist focused 
on Social Registrites

HEDDA HOPPER:  American 
gossip columnist

GAILLARD THOMAS:  heir of 
notable doctor, T. Gaillard Thomas, 
who helped establish the Hamptons 
as a summer retreat

JERRY ZERBE:  the first paparazzi 
in America

COLE PORTER:  celebrated 
songwriter

GARDNER HALE:  world-
renowned muralist and the first artist 
to reside in Greenwich Village

JAMES ROOSEVELT:  son of 
President Franklin D. Roosevelt, 
secretary to the president, White 
House coordinator for federal 
agencies

FRIDA KAHLO: celebrated artist

CLARE BOOTHE LUCE: 
socialite, famed playwright (The 
Women), Vogue editor, Vanity Fair 
managing editor, wife of publishing 
magnate Henry Luce

FRANK “CROWNIE” 
CROWNINSHIELD:  Vogue 
editor, Vanity Fair founding editor, 
a founding trustee and creator of 
the Museum of Modern Art

BUCKMINSTER “BUCKY” 
FULLER:  inventor, futurist, 
design scientist

HARRY HOPKINS:  an architect 
of the New Deal, director of the 
WPA, advisor to President Roosevelt 

BERNARD “BERNIE” BARUCH: 
financier, philanthropist, presidential 
advisor

MILLICENT HEARST:  socialite, 
wife of media tycoon William 
Randolph Hearst 

C A S T  O F  C H A R A C T E R S



Q & A
w i t h  P A M E L A  H A M I L T O N

Q: Why did you write a fictional story?

Writing a fictionalized biography enabled me to present the facts, the con-

clusions I drew from research, and an intimate picture of Dorothy Hale —

without misleading the reader, which could happen, I suppose, with cre-

ative nonfiction.

Q: At the heart of the novel is the emotional conflict between Dorothy and 

Clare. In your book, what character traits infused their friendship with con-

flict?

The character of Dorothy is loyal, supportive, gracious. She is also ambi-

tious, smart, and accomplished—which Clare admires, but it sparks her 

competitive nature. The character of Clare is provocative and at times un-

edited. Given her particular perspective, this can be challenging for those 

close to her.

Q: They’re similar in some ways too.

They have conflict over being a “good wife” and achieving success of their 

own, yet they know they need to pursue their dreams. The both have a 

deep interest in the arts, literature, and politics—and share a sense of ad-

venture.

Q: Have you seen the letters that Dorothy Hale wrote on her last night 

alive?

Yes.

That’s all.



Q: Do you think she took her own life?

In addition to looking for facts, I looked for behavioral patterns and how 

she handled adversity throughout her life. I’ll leave it to the reader to draw 

their own conclusions. (Be sure to read the epilogue!)

Q: We don’t always know how a story will end, but in this case we do.

In a sense. But what happens after she dies is quite extraordinary. It seized 

my attention during research. 

Q: Did you find any treasures along the way?

I have original paintings by Gardner Hale and a letter he wrote shortly 

before he died. It was tucked into the dust jacket of a first edition of his 

book. I also have an original Horst print of Clare Boothe Luce, the Modigli-

ani catalogue the Hales published, and other items. I suppose I wanted 

something tangible to connect me to the characters. 

Q: Which of the real-life characters did you find most interesting?

After Dorothy, Clare Boothe Luce was, without question, the most inter-

esting. I came to like her quite a lot in all her complexity. She had a brilliant 

mind, a clever wit, prodigious talent, pluck. Her severe bouts of depression 

didn’t stop her from conquering her goals in marriage, society, theatre, pol-

itics, and journalism. Like Dorothy, she prevailed over life’s common chal-

lenges and the many issues she faced as a woman. I was surprised to learn, 

from an interview with Luce, that a story about Dorothy Hale inspired her 

to come up with her now-famous quote “No good deed goes unpunished.”

Q: Who are the main fictional characters?

Wallace Harrington, the eccentric heir; Ben Wolf, the twitchy political con-

sultant; and the colorful Happy Longhorn. I think many of us have known 

someone like Happy—someone who prides themselves on knowing the lat-

est gossip and shares it widely with glee.



D I S C U S S I O N  Q U E S T I O N S

1. What are the biggest differences between Dorothy and Clare 

and when do they start becoming clear?  

2. How did you feel toward Clare? Did your reaction to her 

change as the book progressed? 

3. Clare is a gifted storyteller who can spin the truth, and she’s 

also painfully honest, possibly even hurtful with her words to 

Dorothy. Have you ever had a friend like her? 

4. How did Dorothy typically handle diffult relationships?  

5. When she faced adversity—the accident backstage, Gardner’s 

death, divorce, losing the leading role—she was determined to 

project an image of success despite how she felt. Did her 

attitude help her overcome obstacles and move forward? 

6. A central theme in the book is that obstacles can be a 

blessing, one door closes and another one opens if we have a 

positive outlook. For Dorothy, one example is divorcing 

Gaillard then meeting Gardner and landing a role in a Holly-

wood film. Do you see her as a resilient woman? Did she show 

a pattern of overcoming adversity with grace? 

7. Another theme in the book is that the simple stroke of the 

pen can raise one to the apex of the good life as easily as it 

can destroy a name. Discuss it’s relevance to today’s era of 

“fake news” and social media, and how our reputations are 

fragile. 

8. Have you ever known someone like Happy Longhorn? Discuss.



D I S C U S S I O N  Q U E S T I O N S 
 

9. Dorothy’s life of extravagance and excess proves unfulfilling, she 

needs a sense of purpose. Discuss the differences between Gaillard, 

Gardner and Harry in showing support of her own needs. 

10. Dorothy and Clare were ambitious, determined, and independent. 

Were they conflicted about achieving something on their own 

because they wanted to be “good” wives? Discuss the parallels 

between culltural expectations of women then and now.  

11.  Our past informs our future, our youthful decisions can have 

unexpected consequences. Which of her decisions most impacted 

her life later on when she became engaged to Harry Hopkins? 

12. The narrator says of Dorothy: “She was too trusting to believe a 

friend would deceive her and too tragically loyal to run when they 

did.” Do you agree? Do you think she should have turned her back 

on Clare when she heard that Clare leaked the news of her engage-

ment? 

13.  Harry Hopkins was considered the dark horse candidate for 

president if FDR didn’t run. How did this effect Dorothy? Discuss the 

events leading up to her death. 

14.  Knowing how Dorothy handled adversity throughout her life, do you 

think the cause of her death was suicide—or was it foul play? 

15.  What was your reaction to the events that followed Dorothy’s death, 

and to Clare’s press interview after it was revealed that she was the 

anonymous donor of the Frida Kahlo painting? 

16.  Which of Clare and Dorothy’s character traits do you most admire? 



C R I T I C A L  P R A I S E

“Hamilton has an ear for conversation and talent for pacing... the 

author’s narrative is smooth and invitingly readable, wearing its 

clearly considerable research lightly; her version of Dorothy’s 

doomed relationship with President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s advis-

er and Works Progress Administration administrator Harry Hop-

kins is surprisingly gripping. The narrative never stoops to easy 

renditions, and as a result, Dorothy emerges as both a charismatic 

and vulnerable figure. A smart and touchingly sympathetic fiction-

al portrayal of an enigmatic woman.”

—KIRKUS REVIEWS,  STARRED REVIEW

______________________

Hale’s journey from the convent to the stage is a fascinating tale of an 

intrepid young woman struggling to defy and redefine the expectations 

placed upon her by society. Along the way, readers are treated to love, 

loss, and all the trappings of fame and fortune found (and lost). In many 

ways, Hale’s story is analogous to New York’s rise and fall from the roar-

ing ‘20s to the Great Depression... Hamilton’s refined prose delivers 

tight, concise bursts of dialogue and vivid scene-setting. LADY BE 

GOOD succeeds at blurring the lines between fiction and non-fiction, 

a testament to Hamilton’s prowess as both an investigator and a story-

teller. A high-society coming-of-age story that proves truth is some-

times stranger than fiction, LADY BE GOOD provides an intoxicating 

mix of glitz, glamour, love, and betrayal, complete with a heartbreaking 

ending that lingers long after the final page.”

—INDIEREADER

______________________



C R I T I C A L  P R A I S E

“Readers who love glamorous historical fiction will be mesmerized by the 

life of Dorothy Hale... a woman determined to make a name for herself in a 

world ruled by men and governed by money, power, and connections. The 

elegant timeframe and high fashion of the era, replete with jazz age music 

and roaring parties that would be the envy of Gatsby’s crowd.”The

— PUBLISHERS WEEKLY BOOKLIFE,  EDITOR’S PICK

_____________________

“This book is delicatelly woven into a masterpiece of fact and fiction. 

Hamilton writes with eloquence and precision… She has an amazing gift 

for figurative language, creating imagery that unfolds seamlessly…”

— MANHATTAN BOOK REVIEW (FIVE STARS) 

______________________

“This marvelous tale captures so many elements that make for an entic-

ing read: love, loss, romance, glamour, friendship, betrayal, mystery, and 

suspense. This was one of those books that I just couldn’t put down, 

essentially due to the author’s remarkable talent for creating engaging 

and delicious scenes and dialogue… An enthralling, beautifully written 

story full of period detail. After reading this, I felt like you do when 

you’ve seen a good film. All you want to do is watch it alll over again.”

—SAN FRANCISCO BOOK REVIEW (FIVE STARS)

______________________

“Lady Be Good is an extraordinary work about a remarkable woman in a 

unique period . . . Pamela Hamilton writes with such gravitas and dedica-

tion, delivering a framework of facts and research assembled with an imag-

inative pen.”

—READERS’   FAVORITE (FIVE-STARS)



P R A I S E

“In this deeply evocative story, Hamilton beautifully captures the 

themes of love and betrayal, class and culture, and the price of fame. 

With stylish prose and clever dialogue, she reveals the fascinating story 

of Dorothy Hale and her complicated friendship with Clare Boothe 

Luce—two women of intellect, wit, and beauty who strive to have it all. 

Meticulously researched and well told, Lady be Good is a magnificent 

debut novel, taking readers on an enthralling and heartbreaking jour-

ney with the famed and feted as they make their mark on American 

culture.”

—BILL  DEDMAN 

Pul i tzer  Pr ize winner,  New York Times # 1  bestsel l ing 
author of  Empty Mansions

______________________

“This finely-crafted gem of a novel holds within it an entire world: Jazz 

Age New York, with all its vibrancy and thrill. Rich with smart dialogue 

and period detail, it’s a window into a vanished time, bringing historical 

legends back to life—but more than that, it’s a mirror that helps us see 

our own society more clearly.”

—KERMIT ROOSEVELT 

Award-winning author of  Al legiance 

______________________

“An absolute candy dish of luxury, opulence, and grandeur. Every word as 

delicious as the next. A lens into the upper echelon of the roaring 20s.”
 

—ASHLEY LONGSHORE

Artist ,  entrepreneur,  author

______________________



P R A I S E

“In Lady Be Good, Pamela Hamilton takes us, as only superb fic-

tion can, deep into the mind of Dorothy Hale. Based on meticulous 

research and with prose as stylish as Hale herself, Hamilton uncov-

ers the mystery of the dazzling socialite, whose friends included 

Frida Kahlo and Clare Booth Luce. Lady is a fascinating investiga-

tion of fame, class, gender, appearance, and the American dream. 

It’s a truly compelling story.”

 —DENNISMcNALLY 

New York Times bestsel l ing author of  A Long Strange Tr ip

______________________

“Lady Be Good is a coming-of-age story. It’s a love story. It’s a story of 

friendship, grace, and betrayal. Pop open a bottle of Veuve Clicquot and 

fall into Dorothy Hale’s rarified world of glitz, glamour, and grand times 

during the Jazz Age. Poignant, heartbreaking, and a whole lot of fun, it’s 

filled with snappy dialogue and vivid descriptions of the glitterati of 1930s 

New York. Written in lyrical prose, this absorbing tale tells the true story of 

a misunderstood woman who captured the hearts of all of those who knew 

her. Irresistible. You’ll never see the Frida Kahlo portrait in the same way 

again.”

—ANDREA CAGAN

New York Times and Los Angeles  Times 

# 1  bestsel l ing author

______________________
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